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Introduction 
Continuouh dlpehras have wccived a great deal of interest in computer science 
in wnnwtion with the semantics of flow&dl t schemes and recursive programs (see 
I-4. 5. 10. 12. I-l] and the reftxsnces therein). Although the computer science 
litcraturc ha3 usually dealt with finitt2 objects and finitary operations. more wccnt 
work a1so de& wth word\ of countabk length (see [3. 6, c>]), power series in 
countably man: indt%xminate~ (SW [ I I J) and continuous algebras with opcrariow 
of countable rank. such as a-semilattices (see [ 1OJ). 
In [ 141 Thatcha-. Wagner and Wright proved that. for tinitary operations, the 
algebra of infinite trees is tht free J-continuous algebra. thus providing an algebraic 
wvironmt’nt in which to model the unfoldment of loops. Free continuous algebras, 
for iill prwiblc variations of join continuity and for both finitary and infinitary 
optxation\. wrt’ constructed by Adtimek, Nelson and Reiterman [ 11, who used a 
mow pcncral notion of tree. 
-l‘hc present paper is devoted to wparatc’1y continuous algebras. Recall that a 
tinitary operation tr: X8 + A on a J-complete p.0. set il is k33ntinuow~ if? it 
prow-vcs join\ of all nonempt>r directt*d sets in 14” (ordered componentwise). This 
i\ cyuivulent to having 
fr( Ql,,. (1,. . . . , 11, , .v 13. u, , , . . . . . (I,, , 1 = v rr( u,,. . . . . u, 1. (1, u, + J f . . . . u,, , 1 
rl* I) 
for all i K-’ tf. all (I,,, . . . . u,, D c A and al) nonempty directed subsets D c A. This latter 
fornlubtion is called separate: &continuity of U. 
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Since, for finitary operations and directed joins, separate and joint contmity 
coincide, the result of Thatcher, Wagner and Wright [ 141 mentioned above can also 
be viewed as one about separate continuity. For infinitary operairions, separate 
J-continuity is no longer equivalent to joint J-continuity. In fact, we prove that 
free separately J-continuous algebras do not exist for any infinitary type. 
Even for finitary operations, separate and joint continuity do not coincide if the 
specified joins are not all directed. For example, consider the case of alf finite joins: 
in each nontrivial distributive lattice the meet operation is separately continuous 
(i.e. x A (yI v y2) = (x A y,) v (X A y,)), but not jointly continuous (since (x, v x2) A 
( y, v y2) -it (x, A y,) v (x2 A y2) whenever xl = y, < x2 = y2). Now, the existence of free 
separately Z-continuous finitary algebras, for all subset systems 2 as introduced 
by Thatcher. Wagner and Wright [ 131, was established in Nelson [8]. In this paper 
we present an explicit description of these free algebras as appropriate algebras of 
\ets of trees. 
1. lnfmitary algebras 
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if either a,, < V h. ,,, a& for all but finitely 
I( > v Qh + 1 if a,, = V aA < cy for infinitely many 12 < 0. k- w ke w 
This operation is obviously order-preserving and CN + 1 is J-complete. To prove 
that cr,, is separately J-continuous, it is sufficient, by symmetry, to establish 3- 
continuity in the first coordinate. Thus let a,,, a,, a,, . . . be elements of u + 1 and 
let D c cy + 1 ha\*e join a,,: we have to prove that 
~~,,,(a,,.:.,,a~.. s .I= V cr,,(d,a,,a,,. . .I. 
Cl! I, 
If UC, (a,,. a 1. (42. . . . ) = (V tak) + I. then a,, = ‘J ah for infinitely manv II ( w and hence 
tr,,(d. (ll.flJ,. . .b = (V ac) + 1 for all ti CI D. which establishes the -abow equality. if 
U,,(U,,. 641. CQ. . . . ) = V aA. then, for each d c u. 
therefore 
V fr,,(di.a,.a~ . . . . P(V f&u V ak = V ah =(T;,(a,,,a1.(i2 ,... 1. 
,I. /I L -I h. to 
.I-,, = _i_ , A-‘4 + , = 0 ( .x/p y;:: .Y,j, . . . ). 
Wc prow .vpr 5 xrc , , by induction on p; this shows that the join in the preceding 
dctiniticw is Icgitimatc. ;tnd establishes the desired property of the .Q. 
Cwst, 1, p - 0: This cast‘ is clew, since x,, = 1. 
Ctrw 2. /.d=y+l: 
2 fT( s,, x,, . . . ) by the iduction hypothesis 
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Case 3. J? a limit ordinal: For each y < p we have 
= x yt I’, 
hence, x0-, 1 3 v xy+1= qj. 
Now we prove that l-z&) = p for all /3 d LY by induction. For /3 = 0, this is clear. 
If /1(x,)=/3, then 
For a limit ordinal fi this follows from the d-continuity of 12. cl 
Remark 1.2. Let us consider, instead of &continuous algebras. the category K 
consisting of all ordered algebras which have joins of all rzorwrvz~~~ directed sets. 
and whose operations are as before (i.e. separately preserving nonempty directed 
joins). and all homomorphisms between them which preserve all nonempty directed 
joins. In this category, free algebras over an arbitrary set exist for a trivial reahon: 
‘The ordinary (unordered) free algebra, with the discrete order, is in K and hence 
i; free. 
A common way of proving the existence of free objects in home concrete catc‘gorl 
is to prove that the category has ‘bounded generation‘. i.e., that the size of an object 
generated by a set S is bounded by something only depending on X (and the 
category), and then to use this ii: verify the solution-set condition in the Adjoint 
I-unctor I’heorcm. However, this category K does r~,t have hounded prneration: 
the algebra A,, in the above proo, is in K and, as a K-object. is generated by (0): 
an ~:~sy induction shows that any subset of .4,, containing 0 and closed under the 
operations and joins of all nonempty chains is iill of A,,. 
2. hitar? algebras 
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in ZP In the preceding section we studied the subset system 2 = A, where 
AP = {M c PJ M IS directed}. 
Other examples with which we shall deal are 2 = S,, where 
S,P = (M c PJ JW is finite and nonempty}, 
and Z = -1 i where 
Thus, &-complete p.o. sets are just (upper) semilattices and I-complete p.o. sets 
are those which h.3ve a least element. We write I d 2 for subset systems 2 such 
that $E ZP for some (and hence for all) p.o. sets P. For example, 1 s 3 but I $S,,. 
Further, for each subset system 2, 
&=2-i 
is also a subset system; Z,,P = ZP if I P 2 and Z,,P = ZP-(8) if _L s Z. 
Let E be a finitary type, and for each u c 2 let 1~1 be the aritv of ~7. An ordered _ 
algebra il (of type s) is said to be sepurutely Z-continuom if its domain is a 
Z-complete po. set and each of its operations CC .4” + r\ (n = ial) is separately 
Z-continuous. that is, for all a,,, a,, . . . , a,, , E A and each nonempty set ME 254, 
if \4 M = u,, then 
&a,,,. . . .a, ~.U,.U,+,,. * - .a,,- ,)= V cr(u,,, . . . , a,-,, tn, a,, It. . . , a,, A. 
)?I’ \I 
A separately Z-continuous algebra F is free over a set V c F if for each separately 
Z-continuous algebra A and each map /I(,: V + A there is a unique Z-continuous 
homomorphism 11: F 3 A extending &(). To describe these free algebras, WC use the 
concept of free Z-completion of a p.0. set. 
For each subset system Z and each p.o. set P, let P* be the free &,-completion 
of P. This is a Z,I-complete p.o. set containing P as a sub-p.o. set and having the 
following universal property: for each order-preserving map f : Y+ Q with 0 a 
Z,,-complete p.o. set, there exists a unique Z,,-continuous extension f* : I’* -+ 0 of 
_L The existence of P* is established in [2], and the following lemma is essentially 
Proposition 4 of [ 81. 
Remark 2.2. It now follows that, for each ordered algebra .1, there is a uniqtie 
way to make the free Z,,-completion A* of A into a separately &-continuous 
algebra, so that the operations (IT*: (A”)““+ A* extend those on A; one merely 
applies the lemma to A” %A + A*. 
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In particular, for each set V, we let F( V) be the usual (non-ordered) free algebra 
on V; F( V) can be described as the algebra of all finite trees ‘properly’ labelled 
with elements of V u C. Considering F( V) as an ordered algebra with the discrete 
order, we obtain a separately Z,,-continuous algebra F( V)” extending F( VI. 
Further, for each set V, let F,( V) be the free kcontinuous algebra on V, i.e., 
an ordered algebra with Past element I, such that each map A,: V + A, where A 
i:, an ordered algebra with I, has a unique extension to a homomorphism on F, V 
preserving order and _L. FI ( V) can be described as the algebra of all finite trees 
‘properly’ labelled with elements of V u S u {I}; a tree 1 E F, ( V) is smaller than 
or equal to any tree which can be obtained from t by substituting klabelled leaves 
in t by trees. A formal description can be found, e.g., in [S], where the symbol 
FL4 V) is used. Again, F,_( V)” is a separately &-continuous algebra extending 
F, ( V). 
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Remark 2.5. This example is typical of all 2 which are union-complete: for such 
2, the free Z-completion P* is the p.o. set of all Z-ideals. ordered by inclusion [ 131. 
Hence the iree separately Z-continuous algebras are algebras of Z-ideals of finite 
trees. Since every 2 is equivalent to a union-complete one, this really covers all 
cases (see 173). 
Remark 2.6. lndermark [5] considers algebras %!hout rank’, that is, w-complete 
algebras A where operations are now functions f : A* + A, such that, for each II E W, 
_fM” is o-continuous in the usual sense. However, these algebras and their 
homomorphisms are seen to be equivalent to the usual notion of finitary continuous 
algebras. by replacing each f with the countably many restrictions f[ A” [S, Section 
2.3]. Thus, for all Z, in the case of joint Z-continuity the free algebras are described 
in [I], and for scpar:\te Z-continuity the fret algebras are given by Theorem 2.3. 
